Dear Members,

Greetings from Plexconcil!

We are glad to inform you that the Gujarat State Plastic Manufacturers Association (GSPMA) in association with CLEAN INDIA JOURNAL (Virtual Info Systems Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai) is organizing two days webinar as under:

Day/Date: 13 & 14 August, 2020 (Thu & Fri)
Time/Duration: 4.00 to 5.30 p.m. (both the days)
Theme: DEFINING NEW NORMAL IN INDUSTRIAL CLEANING & HYGIENE

**Topics to be covered**

**Day 1**: The industries and manufacturers have a greater responsibility of helping the economy to bounce back to normalcy. In the wake of Covid 19 and the lack of proper cure, it is essential that the Right Cleaning Processes, Right Cleaning Products and Right Hygiene Practices are put into place to ensure that the manufacturing facility, the workers, the workplace and the surrounding areas are kept safe from Covid and are operational without any stoppage/shutdown.

**Session 1: Making Manufacturing Facilities Safe from Infection & Contamination**

- Redefining cleaning protocols area-wise
- Cleaning SOPs for the critical areas in the Manufacturing facility
- New layouts to maintain physical distancing
- Daily cleaning and maintenance schedules

**Session 2: Technological Advancements**

- Critical area cleaning mechanization and sanitization
- Cleaning Chemicals, Sanitization & Indoor Air Quality
- Washroom Hygiene
- Facility Cleaning & Industrial Kitchen Management

**Session 3: Safety in Material Movement**
• Entry point & Parking Bay Cleaning & Hygiene Protocols
• Vehicle and material sanitization
• Redefining Material Handlers Movement & Personal Safety

**Day 2**: Workplace safety largely depends on strict adherence to hygiene protocols alongside right cleaning practices. Each individual, whether the worker or the owner, need to adapt to the new normal procedures to ensure personal and personnel safety.

**Session 1: Workplace Safety in the New Normal**
• Redefining cleaning protocols area-wise
• Cleaning SOPs for the office spaces
• New layouts to maintain physical distancing
• Indoor Air Quality, Sanitization
• Washroom Hygiene

**Session 2: Right Products and Solutions**
• New Technologies
• Cleaning Chemicals
• Sanitization, Disinfection & Fumigation, IAQ

**Session 3: Make Hygiene a Habit**
• Entry point & Parking Bay Cleaning & Hygiene Protocols
• Elevators and other touch points protection
• Office layouts, washroom habits everyone has to think from the view of a housekeeper

There is no registration fee. However, pre-registration is necessary.

Since there is a limited number of a seat available, early registration will be highly appreciated.

Registration link: [https://www.cleanindiajournal.com/webinar/gujarat/index.html](https://www.cleanindiajournal.com/webinar/gujarat/index.html)

Members are requested to participate in this webinar.

Best regards

Plexconcil Team